BEAR
chest twice.

BEE
the bee away

BUFFALO

cross your arms over your chest and claw your

Show being stung on the cheek then swatting

Make a “Y” shape and

rotate it at your temple. A variation is to show curved horns.

DEER

show the antlers-5 hands at your head

DOG
There are several different ways to do the sign for
dog.
A popular sign for "dog" is made by slapping your right flat hand against your
leg, then snapping your fingers. Or you can snap your fingers once then slap
your leg. You can also fingerspell D-O-G.

DONKEY
twice.

This shows the bending ear of a donkey,

DUCK
The thumb and first and second fingers open
and close, like a "bill" twice as if you were quacking twice.

EAGLE
Tap the nose twice with the
back of an "X" hand (as if representing the curved beak of an eagle.

ELEPHANT
A flat hand to show the trunk.
Start near your nose and then move downward and outward.

FLY
Use an F" handshape and pretend you are
holding a fly between your index finger and thumb. Wiggle your hand around
as if the fly were buzzing around in the air. Another sign is to “catch” the fly.

FISH
The right hand waves
back and forth while moving forward a few inches. This resembles the
movement of a fish swimming through water.

GOAT
Use a bent-V handshape. Touch your chin, then
touch your upper forehead. The handshape starts and stays in a "bent-V" like
shape, like a goat's beard and horns.

HORSE
to show the horse’s upright ears

OWL
eyes.

“H” handshape at the head

”O” hands at the eys to show the owl’s large

MOUSE
the nose, use a double movement.

With the index finger brush

PIG
Place a flat hand under your
chin, palm down. With your fingers pointing to the left, (if you are right
handed) bend and unbend your hand several times from the knuckles.

SHEEP
Make the letter "v" with your right hand (if
you are right handed). Your left forearm is extended with your hand either
closed or open, palm downward. Bring the right hand down onto the top of the

left forearm, clip a bit of hair (as if your index and middle fingers were
scissors). Then withdraw the right hand an inch, open up the "scissors," bring
your right hand slightly further up the left forearm and clip another swatch of
imaginary hair from your imaginary sheep.

SNAKE
Make a "bent V" handshape.
"Slither" your hand forward a few inches similar to the way a snake slithers on
the ground.

SPIDER
Use "curved 5-hands" to represent the legs
of a spider. Wiggle the fingers up and down as you move the sign forward a
short distance.

TURTLE
Cover an "A" hand
with a "curved hand." (The "A" hand should be your dominant hand. Thus, if
you are right handed, your left-hand should be on top.) Move the thumb of

your "A" hand side to side a couple times as if representing the head of a
turtle.

WOLF
pulls back to a “flat o’ handshape.

Show a wolf's snout. Curved hand

